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For VBDOS, that includes Windows 95-NT and CE, we need a bunch of special drivers for serial ports and other devices.
We write them ourselves. We have COM and COMXX utilities which help us. These utilities can be used with VBDOS.
PCL4VB is compatible with our original serial library (PL3VA). However, it adds: o Windows
2000/XP/2003/ME/NT/CE, COMXX, MSC and PSCOMM o Real mode o Multiple ports, including shared COM o 4+
ports, including one shared and one separate o Ports and interrupts with different addresses and IRQs o Any UART
address and IRQ o Non RS232 terminals o On-the-fly demultiplexing o Debug (PCL4VB supports file system, mouse,
text, gdb). o COM/COMXX utilities (ASK, FIND, ECHO, OSC, PUT, GET, LIST). From the top: 1. PCL4VB allows you
to send and receive real-mode serial data using COM1-COM20 (including COM1 through COM22). 2. PCL4VB provides
debug functions (GET,SET,LIST,START,RUN,BREAK,CTRL,DEBUG). 3. You can use a null-terminated string as a
command line. 4. You can set breakpoints. 5. You can define an environment variable with a pair of names. For
example,%NAMEX%=value. 6. You can define an environment variable with a NULL-terminated string without double
quotes. For example,%NAMEX=value. 7. PCL4VB works with a real-mode environment. You can run it in the floppy
drive, paging file, or any other area in memory. 8. PCL4VB uses an internal driver. Your private driver is not used. 9.
PCL4VB can operate in the interrupt mode. 10. You can use a function that converts a string into an environment variable.
(The function is defined on two macros. Please check the PCL4VB manual for more details.) 11. PCL4VB supports nearly
all real mode terminals. 12. PCL4VB supports every kind of interrupt which we have. 13. PCL4VB supports serial and
parallel port interrupt requests. 14

Personal Serial Communications Library For VBDOS For PC

Personal Communications Library for VBDOS (PCL4VB) supports real mode DOS, COM1 through COM20 to 115200,
4+ ports concurrently, many dumb multiport boards, 16550, 16650, 16750 UARTs, interrupt driven, RTS/CTS flow
control, any UART address and IRQ, and all memory models. For RS232, RS422, RS485. Supports Microsoft Visual
Basic for DOS (VBDOS). Personal Communications Library for VBDOS is useful in developing real mode applications
that run under DOS. Personal Communications Library for VBDOS allows you to access the serial port or COM port, and
build a serial communications applications easily. The PCL4VB Application Help is given in the installation tutorial
section. The PCL4VB is useful when you need some utilities to run as real mode DOS on your serial driver board. The
PCL4VB library has a powerful and intuitive RS232/RS422/RS485/RS232/RS422/RS485/RS232/RS422/RS485 and even
CDC (RS-232) SDKs, and supports many other features of these serial buses: data rates up to 400K bits per second,
frequency up to 500MHz, receive and transmit FIFO, multiplexed devices, and more. Key Features: Support Real Mode
DOS Concurrent COM 1 through COM4 16550, 16650, 16750 UARTs 4+ ports, Intelligent Deskew and Autosensing of
Data Lines (except 5V DC powered devices) On-chip delay support More than 10,000 16-bit options (even to 16-bit
registers) Support FAT files under DOS Support Virtual Serial Ports Support Real Mode VHDL, C++, BASIC and many
more. Support up to 256 bytes of I/O (up to 64 bytes are allocated in FIFO) Includes an intuitive VHDL Simulator
Supports Tight VHDL, Verilog, System Verilog, and many other languages. Supports STL, C, C++, VHDL and Verilog.
Supports PC style text config display Supports "Disasm" PCL4VB supports the following serial ports: UART ports:
COM1 - DTE serial port: UART mode: 6a5afdab4c
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This library supports all of the types of serial communication that are used by the IBM PC and PC/AT clones. In addition
to the standard null modem and serial port interface routines, this library supports RS-232, RS-422, RS-485, and any other
extended RS-232 extension of the standard RS-232. These extensions allow you to use any terminal emulator with this
library. This library is bundled into the VBDOS distribution. Available Options: COM Port Definitions: The COM Port
definitions are defined by using the WIN32 standard port names like COM1 through COM4 and COM2,COM8, COM9.
In addition, a configuration dialog box allows you to edit the COM Port definitions as you like. The library can also define
COM ports on any base address of your PC. Examples: COM1 = 0x3F8 COM2 = 0x3E8 COM3 = 0x37E 0x0E0A =
0x3FC 0x0E0B = 0x3FD 0x0E10 = 0x3FE 0x0E11 = 0x3FF 0x0E12 = 0x4000 0x0E13 = 0x4001 0x0E14 = 0x4002
0x0E15 = 0x4003 0x0E16 = 0x4004 0x0E17 = 0x4005 0x0E18 = 0x4006 0x0E19 = 0x4007 0x0E1A = 0x4008 0x0E1B =
0x4009 0x0E1C = 0x400A 0x0E1D = 0x400B 0x0E1E = 0x400C 0x0E1F = 0x400D 0x0E20 = 0x400E 0x0E21 =
0x400F 0x0E22 = 0x4010 0x0E23 = 0x4011 0x0E24 = 0x4012 0x0E25 = 0x4013 0x0E26 = 0x4014 0x0E27 = 0x4015
0x0E28 = 0x4016 0x0E29 = 0x401

What's New In?

PCL4VB is a real mode serial communications library. It is designed to provide an architecture free for implementation. It
is useful for developing real mode serial data transfer application with 4+ serial ports, any used UART address and IRQ. It
provides for an on-chip 8250 PIC or equivalent. On 32-bit DOS, the behavior of PCL4VB is similar to classic "Serial
Peripheral Interface" (SPI). PCL4VB is "hardware independent." It can run under all memory models. It uses 64K
memory area to store data including the state machine. The only requirement is that memory page 0 of memory card be
made known to the PCL4VB. If the memory card has 16K memory page 0, the memory model is supported. It supports
8250 PIC or equivalent on-chip microprocessor. PCL4VB is compatible with the classic PC Serial Input/Output (SPI)
library. It provides a common serial transfer manager with all classic SPI programmers. The only difference is that it uses
65xx series memory for data transfer and 8250 PIC for transfer manager. The PCL4VB is a free library without a license.
It is also available as a license only. The license enables its use under GPL. PCL4VB is able to run with DOS application
under DOS 5.0 and higher. PCL4VB is a successor of the PCL4B (Personal Communications Library for VBDOS)
designed by the author(s) of this application. PCL4B library support 4+ serial ports concurrently, many dumb multiport
boards, 4+ UART addresses, interrupt driven RTS/CTS flow control, and 16550 UART. It requires at least 32K memory
for data storage and 32K memory for the state machine. (PCL4B runs under 32-bit DOS and VB-80/91.) PCL4B required
at least 4K memory for the AT or 6K memory for the 286. PCL4B is compatible with the classic PC Serial Input/Output
library (SPI) provided by the author(s) of this application. PCL4VB is also compatible with classic PCL for DOS (PCLD)
provided by IBM. PCL4VB is, like PCLD, designed to be compatible with classic SPI. PCL4VB has been developed with
full support of PCL4D which is also compatible with BBS and
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System Requirements For Personal Serial Communications Library For VBDOS:

Windows 7 or higher DVD burner and dual-layer DVD-ROM drive Interface for online support One Gigabyte of RAM
~800 MB available space USB keyboard and USB mouse Wireless LAN adapter with a wireless adapter or router For
more technical information on how to install, please refer to our documentation section [NOTICE] There is a limitation
with this port, please be aware of it! *Disclaimer:* If you have not purchased Windows8 or Windows 8.1, you may not
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